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Abstract Goods turnover is the core of digital warehouse operation, including many processes, such as
receiving, picking, and packing of goods. Analyzing goods turnover data can generate valuable insights for
optimizing warehouse management, thereby improving operation efficiency. However, most existing
methods focus on partial processes, making it hard for warehouse managers to understand the operation state
and the goods turnover patterns, which often require the analysis of the interrelated processes of goods
turnover. In this paper, we abstract six types of goods turnover events to describe the warehouse operation
workflow and present WarehouseLens, a visual analytics system to analyze goods turnover from an overall
perspective. To understand the warehouse operation state, we propose a temporal visualization method
consisting of a novel state calendar view and an improved circular heat map to reflect the trend and
periodicity pattern of the operation state. To explore the goods turnover patterns, we provide an improved
parallel coordinate plot for users to view the attribute distribution of goods to filter key goods and a tailored
mode circle view to discover the frequent outbound mode of goods. Three case studies and expert interviews
on a real-world warehouse dataset demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of WarehouseLens in
revealing the warehouse operation state and goods turnover patterns.
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1 Introduction

Warehouses are an essential component of supply chains, whose major role is to consolidate products from
various suppliers for combined delivery to customers (Gu et al 2007). Goods are the basic unit of warehouse
management, and the flow of goods in the warehouse operation is called goods turnover (Fig. 1), during
which the goods turnover data are generated to record the state changes of goods. Analyzing goods turnover
data can provide effective insights for optimal warehouse management.

Through collaborating with domain experts, it is concluded that warehouse management generally
involves six stages of goods turnover (Fig. 1), i.e., six types of goods turnover events. (1) Arriving. Different
goods owners deliver their goods to the partner warehouse for management. They regularly create
replenishment orders and ship the goods to the warehouse at a specified time. (2) Receiving. Warehouse
operators check the quantity and quality of goods and then, receive these goods. (3) Storing. According to
the type of goods, operators place the goods on the corresponding shelves. (4) Allocating. Each customer
order is composed of one or more stock-keeping units (SKU), i.e., goods. After the warehouse receives
customer orders, the warehouse system creates outbound batches for all the goods included in orders and
distributes the list of outbound batches to specific operators. (5) Picking. According to the outbound list,
operators go to the corresponding shelf and pick target goods. (6) Packing. Operators check the quality of
goods and pack up the goods.

Prior warehouse management optimization work mainly focuses on the individual stage in warehouse
operation, such as storage location assignment in Storing stage (Yang et al 2015; Pan et al 2015; Ramtin and
Pazour 2015; Guo et al 2016) and routing and order batching in Picking stage (De Koster et al 2007; Tappia
et al 2019; Pinto and Nagano 2019; Jaghbeer et al 2020). However, warehouse operation management in
various stages is logically interrelated and the independent analysis of individual stage is hard to improve
the overall operation efficiency of the warehouse (Zhen and Li 2022). Therefore, the integrated analysis of
goods turnover should be implemented for further improvement of warehouse performance. It can help
warehouse managers to recognize the impact of each stage on the warehouse operation state and make
integrated decision-making in warehouse management. For example, storage location assignment in Storing
stage and order batching in Picking stage together determine the path and distance for goods picking. It is
necessary to consider both stages to improve overall order picking efficiency and shorten order completion
time.

In addition to the integrated analysis of the whole process, warehouse management optimization should
also focus on outbound area activities in the goods turnover process, which turns out to be the most complex,
time-consuming, and costly in a warehouse (Lee et al 2018). Consequently, an efficient goods outbound
process arises to be crucial for warehouse management. However, there are many hidden but potentially
valuable patterns in outbound area activities, e.g., goods with large inventory fluctuations, high outbound
frequency, or abnormal picking time, the whole of which are considered to be the key goods in the outbound
process. It is challenging to uncover such valuable information manually to achieve effective outbound
management. In the real scenario, some general views, like pie, bar, and line charts, are used to show
operation parameters of outbound area activities, e.g., outbound order quantity, goods turnover rate, etc.
However, these approaches are only a simple presentation of the data, lacking effective visualization and
interaction to guide warehouse managers to adopt more accurate management strategies.

To address the above issues, we present WarehouseLens (Fig. 2), an interactive visual analytics system
that enables warehouse managers to gain insights from the comprehensive analysis of goods turnover data.
In our work, we integrate six stages of goods turnover data and abstract them into time-tagged event
sequences for further analysis. To understand the warehouse operation state, a novel state calendar view is

Fig. 1 The workflow of goods turnover in the digital warehouse, which includes the inbound area activities and outbound area
activities (Lee et al 2018)
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proposed to reflect temporal changes of the warehouse operation state. An improved circular heat map aims
to present the frequency of six goods turnover events to support the discovery of periodic patterns. To
explore the goods turnover patterns, we adopt an improved parallel coordinate plot to reflect the distribution
pattern of goods attributes to filter key goods. And a customed mode circle view is designed to compare and
analyze frequent outbound modes of key goods, which are exploited by the frequent pattern mining algo-
rithm. Finally, we evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of our work through three case studies and
expert interviews.

The contributions of this study are as follows:

• We design an interactive system WarehouseLens to facilitate the visual analysis of goods turnover
events. It integrates the whole process of goods turnover supporting the understanding of the warehouse
operation state and focuses on the outbound area activities for the exploration of goods turnover patterns.

• We propose two tailored visualization designs to further understand goods turnover data, including the
state calendar view reflecting changing state of warehouse operation and the mode circle view showing
frequent outbound modes of key goods.

• We conduct three case studies on a warehouse dataset and expert interviews to evaluate the usefulness
and effectiveness of WarehouseLens.

2 Related work

In this section, we discuss studies that are most relevant to WarehouseLens, including warehouse data
visualization and event sequence visualization.

2.1 Warehouse data visualization

Warehouse data visualization research mainly focuses on operation process monitoring and warehouse
scene simulation. Zhong et al (2015) processed workers’ trajectory data to visualize their work patterns,
providing suggestions for warehouse efficiency improvement. Tarigonda et al (2018) designed a dashboard
to analyze workers’ operational processes to reduce the risk of warehouse operations. Xu et al (2017)
tracked assembly line performance for real-time scenarios and support the historical data exploration to

Fig. 2 System user interface. a Warehouse Overview provides an overview of inbound and outbound activities. b State
Calendar View supports analysis of daily warehouse operation state. c Event Circle View depicts the periodicity pattern of six
goods turnover events. d SKU Profiles View shows distribution patterns of goods attribute. e Turnover Timeline View displays
daily inventory changes of goods. f Picking Mode View presents the frequent outbound mode of key goods
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identify inefficiencies and locate anomalies. Jo et al (2014) improved the conventional Gantt chart for
visualizing manufacturing schedules with better scalability. Bräuer and Mazarakis (2020) visualized the
turnover rate of goods through augmented reality (AR) to guide the allocation of storage space. Fang et al
(2019) applied AR to warehouse order picking for tracking low-cost goods. Cogo et al (2020) proposed a 3D
visualization method to analyze goods’ volume and storage space, helping users quickly retrieve target
goods.

Most traditional approaches focus on the individual analysis of warehouse operation processes, without
considering the integrated analysis of the whole process, which is insufficient to reveal the warehouse
operation state. In addition, existing studies concentrate on tracking and retrieving goods at the goods level,
ignoring the analysis of outbound patterns for specific goods. Tang et al (2022) abstracted the order pro-
cessing workflow and presented an interactive system OrderMonitor to facilitate real-time order monitoring,
whose analysis tasks were the detection and handling of delayed orders. Different from OrderMonitor, our
work describes the workflow of goods turnover for a better understanding of warehouse operation state and
goods turnover patterns.

2.2 Event sequence visualization

There is much visual analytics for event sequence data, like pattern discovery (Wongsuphasawat and
Shneiderman 2009; Perer and Wang 2014), sequence inference (Mei and Eisner 2017; Xu et al 2016), and
sequence modeling (Jin et al 2020; Guo et al 2019). Pattern discovery aims to find frequently occurring
patterns and statistically significant associations of data samples (Guo et al 2022). And our work is most
relevant to pattern discovery of event sequences.

To reveal the patterns hidden behind the event sequence, one most straightforward visualization is the
timeline-based visualization. This method organizes events of raw sequences successively along a temporal
axis, as done by LifeLines (Plaisant et al 1998), Cloudlines (Krstajic et al 2011), Timeslice (Zhao et al
2012) and Vasabi (Nguyen et al 2020). However, these techniques can lead to substantial cognitive load and
hinder the identification of patterns as the number of sequences increases (Wang et al 2022a). To tackle this
challenge, one solution is the tree-based visualization. This method generates an aggregated overview of
multiple records. For example, ActiviTree (Vrotsou et al 2009) used a node-link tree for the systematic
identification of sequences in social science activity diary data; Google? Ripples (Viégas et al 2013)
proposed a treemap metaphor to show how public posts were shared on Google?. Another solution is the
Sankey-based visualization. Outflow (Wongsuphasawat and Gotz 2012) and CareFlow (Perer and Gotz
2013) condensed sequences into transition graphs and visualized the sequences using a Sankey diagram.

Several authors have proposed the matrix-based visualization to reduce visual confusion caused by the
dense edges in the tree-based and Sankey-based visualization. Zhao et al (2015) adopted a matrix-based
visualization to provide an overview of the differences in click traffic patterns. Du et al (2016) designed an
event matrix to present the frequency of events in different time intervals. Mu et al (2019) combined a flow-
based approach with a matrix-based approach to present users’ learning patterns at different stages. Zhang
et al (2022) employed a 45-degree-rotated matrix to show the events involving different historical figures,
with color encoding the event quantity.

The tree-based visualizations emphasize the hierarchical structure of the event sequence and the Sankey-
based visualizations focus more on providing an overview of transitions between different types of events.
There is little hierarchical structure or transition in the goods turnover event sequence. Thus, the above two
visualizations are not applicable. The matrix-based visualizations are typically applied to demonstrate a
summary of event frequency or frequent patterns. However, the frequent outbound mode of goods contains a
lot of information, e.g., the outbound frequency, combination of outbound goods, and picking time of the
combination. Traditional matrix-based visualizations can only present limited information, like outbound
frequency. Thus, tailored visual design is required for comprehensive reflection of the frequent outbound
mode of goods.

3 Background and system overview

In this section, we first give a detailed description of the data used in our study. Then, we summarize
requirements and analytical tasks based on iterative interviews with domain experts. Finally, we give a
system overview to demonstrate the whole pipeline.
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3.1 Data description

The goods turnover data studied in this paper is provided by a warehouse company from October 2020 to
March 2021, including inbound, outbound, and inventory data. Inbound data describe goods inbound
activities, including 80,000 inbound orders and 250,000 inbound sub-orders. Outbound data depict goods
outbound activities, including 2.74 million outbound orders and 10.33 million outbound sub-orders.
Inventory data describe the daily inventory quantity of various goods containing 110,000 inventory records.

For the original dataset, we filter the incorrect records and fill in the missing records. For example, delete
the record whose reception time is earlier than the arrival time; use the order completion time to replace the
packing time of goods. Further, we convert and integrate the cleaned data to obtain valuable information
about goods. Based on the time stamps on the inbound and outbound orders, we calculate the daily operation
time of different goods turnover events. After that, we count the number of daily orders to finally obtain the
Daily State Data. It includes six state indicators, i.e., the number of inbound and outbound orders, and the
time of receiving, storing, picking, and packing goods every day. These state indicators are defined through
discussions with our collaborating experts. To identify the periodic patterns in the warehouse, we calculate
the frequency of six goods turnover events from different time granularities (i.e., each month, week, day,
and hour) to finally get the Event Frequency Data. Combined with the inbound and outbound sub-orders and
inventory data, we calculate the daily inbound and outbound quantity and storage quantity of goods to get
the Goods inventory data, which shows daily inventory changes of goods.

To cope with the exploration of goods turnover patterns mentioned in Sect. 1, we focus on the outbound
mode of goods after an in-depth discussion of the requirements with domain experts. Experts point out that
in the outbound process, orders belonging to the same owner are grouped into the same outbound batch and
are picked uniformly. Therefore, goods in the same batch have the same picking time. By exploring the
outbound combinations of goods with high frequency in the same batches and analyzing the average picking
time of these combinations, we can judge whether an outbound mode performs abnormally in the picking
event, assisting warehouse managers in adjusting goods storage location. In this paper, we employ the
frequent pattern mining algorithm FP-Growth (Han et al 2000) to find high-frequency outbound combi-
nations of goods. The algorithm uses a tree structure for higher computational speed and its workflow is as
follows. Firstly, we count the batches of each type of outbound goods and build the transaction dataset
itemModeList of goods. Secondly, scan itemModeList and count the frequency of different goods. Goods
with a frequency greater than the minimum support A are added to the frequent item list L. Thirdly, iterate
over L to construct the FP tree. Finally, find the frequent sets recursively from the leaf nodes of the FP tree
and then, integrate them into the Outbound Mode Data. It presents detailed information on the frequent
outbound mode of goods. Take goods A as an example, the Outbound Mode Data contains a mode list of
goods A: [mode1, mode2, mode3,...]. Regarding the mode1, it contains goods composition (i.e., goods A, B,
and C), picking time (i.e., the individual picking time of goods A, B, and C; and the total picking time of this
combination), outbound frequency of goods A and its owner (the owner indicates which supplier the goods
belong to).

3.2 Requirement analysis

Following the user-centered design study methodology proposed by Sedlmair (Sedlmair et al 2012), we
collaborate with a warehouse company’s three domain experts (denoted as E1, E2, and E3) to integrate
domain knowledge and expertise into the analysis loop (Deng et al. 2023). E1 (male, age: 27) is a product
manager with 5 years of working experience. Both E2 (female, age: 32) and E3 (male, age: 35) are
warehouse managers with at least eight-year working experience. At the early stage of the collaboration, we
hold weekly online meetings with our experts to analyze their requirements when managing the warehouse,
which include several stages. Firstly, experts explain to us the business scenario and collected data (e.g.,
data volume, type, and attributes). Secondly, we ask them to illustrate the problems they face when
managing the warehouse and confirm with them the problems we find from the literature review. Finally, we
distill two design requirements (R1 and R2) from several rounds of iterative communication with domain
experts to guide the system development.

R1: Understand the operation state of the warehouse at the overall level. Warehouse managers wish
to establish an overall understanding of the warehouse operation state. On the one hand, they need to
summarize warehouse operation’s trend and periodicity pattern, which is helpful to the rational allocation of
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production resources. On the other hand, experts need to discover and analyze abnormal conditions during
the operation process, providing a reference for disposing of anomalies.

R2: Explore the turnover patterns of goods at the individual level. Goods are the basic unit of
warehouse management. Managers need to find key goods and conduct an in-depth analysis of their turnover
patterns, like outbound modes and inventory changes, which benefit storage space allocation and reasonable
stocking.

3.3 Design tasks

Based on requirements (R1 and R2) in Section 3.2, we identify two categories of six analysis tasks (T1-T6)
to guide our visual design. The first type of task (T1-T3) focuses on the understanding of the warehouse
operation state. And the second type of task (T4-T6) is related to the exploration of goods turnover patterns.

T1: Understand the warehouse operation state from multipletime granularity (R1). Warehouse
managers want to comprehensively compare and understand the warehouse operation state from different
time granularities. For example, the number of customer orders per month, the number of goods inbound
and outbound per week, the execution time of turnover events per day, and the frequency of turnover events
per hour.

T2: Analyze the trend and periodicity pattern of the warehouseoperation state (R1). Based on our
discussion with experts, the analysis of the trend and periodicity pattern of goods turnover events can help to
identify critical operation time points, which is useful for experts to adjust production and human resources.
For example, it is found that the picking event is often scheduled in the morning, so warehouse managers
need to assign more workers during the period to improve picking efficiency.

T3: Reveal the abnormal operation state of the warehouse (R1). As experts point out, anomalies in
warehouse operation may result in delayed orders and failure to provide timely delivery to customers. It is
necessary to discover and analyze the abnormal warehouse operation state, which can guide warehouse
managers to prepare for and deal with anomalies, ensuring timely delivery to customers. The visual design
should provide a detail-on-demand comparison of the operation state on different dates, helping warehouse
managers quickly check and locate anomalies for decision making.

T4: Filter key goods based on warehouse state indicators (R2). Different goods have different
receiving time, picking time, packing time, etc. In other words, the distribution of goods on warehouse state
indicators varies. The visual design needs to present the distribution pattern of goods, helping managers
filter key goods quickly for further exploration.

T5: Summarize the frequent outbound mode of goods (R2). The visual design should help warehouse
managers analyze the frequent outbound mode of goods while allowing them to find the abnormal mode,
thus guiding storage location adjustment for goods. For example, if there is an outbound combination of
goods with a long picking time, managers need to consider whether to adjust the storage location of goods to
shorten the picking time.

T6: Show the changing pattern of goods inventory (R2). Warehouse managers wish to know the
changes in goods inventory to facilitate reasonable stocking. For example, it is found that the number of
goods inbound and outbound fluctuates wildly, meaning that such goods need to be prepared in sufficient
quantities.

According to the feedback from the experts, the above two categories of analytical tasks are interrelated
to support knowledge discovery and decision making. For example, when analyzing the daily operation state
of the warehouse, when warehouse managers find abnormal picking events, they can try to check the day’s
goods turnover pattern to locate the cause of the anomaly.

3.4 System overview

According to the analysis tasks in Sect. 3.3, we implement an interactive visual analysis system, Ware-
houseLens (Fig. 2), to assist warehouse managers in understanding the warehouse operation state and
exploring the turnover pattern of goods as well. The system overview is illustrated in Fig. 3. We integrate
three types of data: inbound, outbound, and inventory data. The data processing module includes data
cleaning, filtering, and frequent pattern mining. And then, the processed data are stored structurally. The
visualization module has a prototype system with multiple coordinated views and interactions.

The workflow of WarehouseLens is as follows. Users begin to check warehouse inbound and outbound
activities in different months from Warehouse Overview and select a specific month to start the exploration.
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Then, they can focus on discovering trend changes and periodic patterns in warehouse operation through the
State Calendar View and Event Circle View (T1 and T2). These two views help users analyze turnover
events from different levels of details and discover potential operation anomalies (T3). Next, users can also
better understand the details of warehouse operation by exploring goods turnover patterns. They can view
the distribution pattern of goods attributes and then filter key goods in the SKU Profiles View (T4). Finally,
they can add those key goods to the Picking Mode View and Turnover Timeline View for the analysis of
frequent outbound modes and inventory changes (T5 and T6). We introduce the design and implementation
of these views in the following section.

4 Visualization design

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the visual interface consists of six collaborative views, including the Warehouse
Overview, State Calendar View, Event Circle View, SKU Profiles View, Turnover Timeline View, and
Picking Mode View. In this section, we present a detailed description of the visual designs and user
interactions for each view.

4.1 State calendar view

The State Calendar View (Fig. 2b) consists of three components: the calendar overview (b3), hexagon
analysis view (b2), and tri-bar comparison view (b1). This view can present the daily operation state of the
warehouse (T1) and reflect the changing trend in the warehouse state indicators (T2), giving support to the
discovery of warehouse anomalies (T3).

The calendar overview (Fig. 2b3) is an overview of the daily operation state of the warehouse, composed
of the state hexagon and the trend triangle. As shown in Fig. 4a, six small triangles in a state hexagon
represent six state indicators (see Sect. 3.1). From top to bottom, from left to right, the six small triangles

Fig. 3 System overview. WarehouseLens contains three modules: raw data, data processing, and visualization
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are, respectively, the number of inbound and outbound orders, and the time of receiving, storing, picking,
and packing goods every day. Users can also identify these triangles by checking the relative positions of
two rows of horizontally aligned funnel legends on the rightmost side (e.g., the legend identification
N(InOrder), T(Receipt), etc.). The color of triangles encodes the value of state indicators, with white
representing the monthly average value, green indicating the lower value, and orange indicating the higher
value. All state hexagons are arranged according to the calendar layout in Fig. 2b3, and the hexagons in the
last row represent the overview of the operation state from Monday to Sunday. The trend triangle between
state hexagons shows how the state indicator (i.e., one of the six state indicators, which is selected by users)
changes in adjacent days, whose direction indicates the rise or drop of the value of state indicators. Its color
coding is the same as the state hexagon. As Fig. 4b shows, the downward green triangle encodes a dropping
value, while the upward orange triangle encodes a rising value.

The hexagon analysis view (Fig. 2b2) is used to analyze the influence of goods attributes on the
warehouse operation state, which comprises the outer stacked bullet chart and the inner radar chart. As
displayed in Fig. 5a, with the horizontal axis as the dividing line, the upper side of the hexagon analysis
view represents inbound goods, and the red, orange, blue, and green bands (i.e., SKUin, Unitin, Weightin,
Volumein) correspond to the values of the four goods attributes (i.e., the type, quantity, weight and volume of
inbound goods) on the day. The black tick marks (i.e., SKUavgIn, UnitavgIn, WeightavgIn, VolumeavgIn) cor-
respond to the average values of the four goods attributes in the current month. The gray ribbons (i.e.,
SKUQin, UnitQin, WeightQin, VolumeQin) correspond to the upper and lower quartile of the attribute values in
the current month. The lower side of the hexagon analysis view represents the outbound goods. The angle in
Fig. 5b encodes the attribute value. Taking the inbound goods as an example hSKUQinL encodes the lower
quartile value, while hSKUQinU is the upper quartile value. The larger the value, the larger the angle.
Similarly, for outbound orders, hvolumeOut represents the total volume of outbound goods on the day, and
hvolumeAvgOut indicates the average volume of outbound goods in the current month. The radar chart in Fig. 5a
is used to compare the state indicators of the current month and the day. The hexagon Statemon indicates an
overview of the current month, while the hexagon Statedate shows the details of the day.

The tri-bar comparison view compares the warehouse state on different days with the current month. The
comparison of two consecutive days is helpful to infer whether an anomaly is incidental or persistent. In
addition, the aim of comparing with the current month is to determine the degree of anomaly by deviation
from the average. All comparisons are made for more accurate judgments and better decision making.
Figure 2b1 shows the operation state comparison between October 17, October 18, and October as a whole.

Design alternatives. During the iterative process of our system, two candidate designs are discussed to
show six state indicators, including a bar chart and a radar chart. Although the bar chart can combine the
above six data, it is difficult to set a scale standard for them due to the different ranges between order
quantity and event time. The radar chart is useful in comparing multiple quantitative variables. However,
given that we need to know the warehouse operation state for each day of any month, it is challenging to
perform inter-comparisons Lin et al (2021). Finally, after discussions with domain experts, we propose the
design of the state hexagon, which could be divided into six identical small triangles to represent six state
indicators. Experts believed that they could perceive changes in state indicators through color differences of
these state hexagons. In addition, organizing the state hexagons in a calendar layout is helpful for a quick
comparison of operation states across different days.

To visualize the goods attributes of each day, our initial consideration was a vertically aligned bullet
chart in Fig. 5c. In each bullet unit, there are multiple scales (i.e., the upper quartile, lower quartile and
mean) are added to depict the attribute value. In addition, our experts also pointed out that they wanted to

Fig. 4 a A state hexagon contains six small triangles (i.e., six state indicators), with color encoding value of indicators. Two
rows of horizontally aligned funnel legends at the bottom right are legend identification for six small triangles. b A trend
triangle between two state hexagons reflects the rising or dropping of the indicator value. The downward green triangle encodes
a dropping value, while the upward orange triangle encodes a rising value
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check the attributes of both inbound and outbound goods. However, it is not space efficient to arrange eight
bullet units vertically, and not convenient to compare different goods attributes. Finally, with the advice of
experts, we came up with the design of a stacked bullet chart and integrated it into the hexagon, which could
maintain visual consistency with the state hexagon. Also, encoding attribute values with angles in hexagons
allows for clearer comparisons.

Interaction. In the rightmost of the calendar overview Fig. 2b3, there are two rows of horizontally
aligned funnel legends, which represent the six state indicators. Users can click on any funnel legend to
update trend triangles when aiming to analyze the temporal changes of a specific state indicator. After that,
users can click on a state hexagon to update the hexagon analysis view Fig. 2b2 to check operation details
(i.e., different attributes of inbound and outbound goods) on any date. At the same time, the SKU Profiles
View is updated immediately to display the detailed information of outbound goods on the selected date,
which is convenient for subsequent joint analysis. To compare the operation state of different dates, users
can double-click on two hexagons to add the two days into the tri-bar comparison view Fig. 2b1 for further
comparison. We use highlighting, bolding, and tooltips to stand out specific visual elements and provide
additional information to improve users’ cognitive efficiency. For example, by hovering the mouse over a
state hexagon, users can view the date and the complete information of the six state indicators, i.e., the
inbound and outbound order quantity, the receipt, storage, picking, and packing time of goods on the
selected day.

4.2 Event circle view

The Event Circle View (Fig. 2c) utilizes a circular heat map to present the frequency of six types of goods
turnover events per week, day, and hour. It can reveal the periodicity pattern of the warehouse operation
state comprehensively (T1 and T2).

In this view, we use circular grids to encode different periods. As shown in Fig. 6b, starting from the
position Start, the 24 columns of grids arranged clockwise encode 24 h from 0 o’clock to 23 o’clock,
respectively. There are eight rings from outside to inside in total. The first ring encodes the selected month,
and the second to eighth rings encode from Sunday to Monday. For example, Frequency0�1 represents the
frequency of Arrive events from 0 o’clock to 1 o’clock in October (October is currently the selected month
in the Warehouse Overview). FrequencyWed�19�20 encodes the frequency of Arrive events each Wednesday
from 19 o’clock to 20 o’clock in October. The grid color encodes the event frequency; the higher the
frequency, the darker the color. Compared with the traditional circular heat map, we add a ring at the
outermost layer to observe the event frequency at any hour in the selected month. It takes full advantage of
the time granularity of turnover event sequences, and the gap between adjacent grids reduces visual
confusion.

In the circular heat map, we distinguish the different periods by successive adjacent circular grids with a
similar color in the circumferential direction (e.g., circular grids with blue outline) and the radial direction
(e.g., circular grids with red outline). For example, in the single ring labeled Fri in Fig. 6b, there are three
successive circular grids from FrequencyFri�13�14 to FrequencyFri�15�16 with a similar darker color, which
indicates that Arrive events continue to occur during this period. It is the same with the radial direction. For

Fig. 5 a A hexagon analysis unit is composed of stacked bullet charts, which can be divided into upper and lower parts,
representing information on inbound and outbound goods, respectively. b Angle in the hexagon analysis unit encodes goods
attribute value. c An alternative solution to the hexagon analysis unit
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example, in the fifteenth column of circular grids in the clockwise direction, there are seven successive
circular grids with a similar darker color, which shows that there are more Arrive events from 14 o’clock to
15 o’clock on any day from Monday to Sunday. For different periods, we judge whether it is a longer period
or a shorter period by the number of successive circular grids. For example, in the ring labeled Wed, there is
only one circular grid with a darker color (i.e., FrequencyWed�19�20), which indicates a large number of
Arrive events occur only during this period. While in the ring labeled Fri, there are three successive circular
grids (i.e., FrequencyFri�13�14 to FrequencyFri�15�16) showing continuous Arrive events. Therefore, the
former can be called a short period and the latter a longer period. Warehouse managers need to schedule a
varying number of workers at different periods to ensure the operation efficiency of the warehouse.

Design alternatives. During the design iteration, initially, we decided to use the line chart to reflect the
event frequency. The line chart can analyze the trend of data over time, while it is space-wasting. After
discussions with domain experts, we knew that goods turnover events in the warehouse had a periodicity
dependency. Therefore, we finally replaced the line chart with a circular heat map, which could better
convey the periodicity pattern.

Interaction. The left and right sides in Fig. 6a are the toggle buttons of the six events. Users can inspect
any event by clicking these buttons (Arrive is currently clicked). Then, the text description in the middle is
also updated to reveal the three periods with the highest event frequency. In the circular heat map Fig. 6b,
we provide highlights and tooltips to help users know the specific event information in the selected period.
Users can view detailed information (e.g., the event type, event frequency, and period) by hovering the
mouse over a grid.

Fig. 6 The visual design of the Event Circle View. a Six event buttons on the left and right and a text description in the middle.
b In the circular heat map, grids encode different periods, and the color of the grids encodes the event frequency. Grids with a
blue outline indicate the circumferential direction, and grids with a red outline indicate the radial direction
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4.3 SKU profiles view

The SKU Profiles View (Fig. 2d) contains two components: the parallel rectangular view to reveal potential
clusters and anomalies of goods and the goods list view to give a detailed description of filtered goods. This
view can show the distribution pattern of goods on different state indicators and support filtering goods
worthy of further analysis quickly (T4).

Inspired by the work (Sun et al 2020; Hou et al 2022), we extend the axis in the traditional parallel
coordinate plot to a rectangle to clearly show the goods’ distribution on different state indicators. Six
parallel rectangles in the parallel rectangular view (Fig. 2d1) encode six types of goods attributes, including
the inbound number, receipt time, storing time, outbound number, picking time, and packing time. Each line
in the rectangular represents a SKU (i.e., the goods included in customer orders) whose position depicts the
attribute value. For example, PackTimeSKU in Fig. 7a indicates the packing time of the goods SKU. Users
can select different attributes to sort goods and then, analyze the distribution pattern to filter the key goods.
The goods list view (Fig. 7b) includes a general list above and a detailed list below, and each row of the two
lists represents a SKU. The general list shows the whole goods filtered from the parallel rectangular view,
which consists of SKUNo, OwnerCode, and Operate (i.e., Add SKU). The detailed list shows the key goods
selected from the general list, composed of SKUNo, OwnerCode, and Operate (i.e., See SKU and Delete
SKU).

Design alternatives. Two alternative designs are considered to display the distribution and clustering of
goods. The first design is a scatter plot with the layout generated by the multidimensional scaling (MDS)
technique Kruskal (1964). However, the domain experts reported that they could not identify the distribution
of goods on the six attributes (i.e., the inbound number, receipt time, storing time, outbound number, picking
time, and packing time). Another alternative design is the traditional parallel coordinates plot. After dis-
cussing with experts, they thought that it was not intuitive to find clusters with points on the coordinate axis.
Thus, we extended the axes to rectangles as discussed above, and used lines in the plot to represent goods.

Interaction. Users can click any parallel rectangle to select the sorting attribute, with the chosen
rectangle marked green. As shown in Fig. 2d1, when the inbound number (i.e., the uppermost parallel
rectangle in the SKU Profiles View) is selected as the sorting attribute, the position and color of all lines will
update, where the green line indicates the number of inbound goods is small, while the red indicates the
number is large. Users can brush lines in any rectangle to add goods in a specific attribute range to the
general list. After that, users can click the Add SKU icon to add the target goods to the detailed list, and the
outbound modes of these target goods will be shown in the Picking Mode View. Users can also click the See

Fig. 7 The layout and visual design of the SKU Profiles View. a The parallel rectangular view shows the distribution pattern of
goods attributes. b The goods list view consists of a general list and a detailed list
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SKU icon to view the inventory changes of goods in the Turnover Timeline View and remove the target
goods from the detailed list by clicking the See SKU icon.

4.4 Picking mode view

The Picking Mode View (Fig. 2f) is composed of two components: the mode circle view to reveal the
frequent outbound mode of key goods (i.e., goods with large inventory fluctuations, high outbound fre-
quency, or abnormal picking time, etc.) and the nested rectangle view to show the outbound frequency of
key goods, owner, and warehouse. This view gives support to the discovery of abnormal outbound modes of
goods, providing a reference for storage location adjustment (T5).

The mode circle view consists of three rows of mode units (Fig. 8a), which can present the outbound
mode of three goods at the same time. For example, in Fig. 2f, from the first row to the third row it shows
the outbound mode of goods 11121, 21270, and 27049, respectively. Take goods 11121 as an example, its
outbound mode refers to a frequent outbound combination containing goods 11121 (denoted as KeyGoods)
and other goods (denoted as OtherGoods). As shown in Fig. 8a, the upper of the mode unit consists of the
inner rings, solid circle, and the outer arc. The radius of the inner rings (i.e., PickTimeKeyGoods and
PickTimeOtherGoods) shows the individual picking time of different goods in the combination and the radius of
solid circle PickTimeMode represents the picking time of the combination. For example, suppose an outbound
combination of goods A is A, B, and C in Fig. 8b. The radius RA, RB, and RC are the individual picking time
of goods A, B, and C, respectively, while radius RMode is the picking time of the outbound combination. The
radian of the outer arc hfrequency in Fig. 8c encodes the outbound frequency of an outbound combination. The
lower part of the mode unit is rectangles arranged horizontally in Fig. 8a, with a rectangle representing a
type of goods in the outbound combination. The orange rectangle indicates the key goods (i.e., denoted as
KeyGoods) selected from the detailed list in the SKU Profiles View for outbound mode analysis, and the
green ones represent the remaining goods (i.e., denoted as OtherGoods) delivered with the key goods in the
combination.

The nested rectangle view (Fig. 8d) displays the outbound frequency proportion of the key goods. The
three nested rectangles from inside to outside WaveNumunit, WaveNumowner , and WaveNummon are,
respectively, the outbound frequency of the key goods, owner, and warehouse. At the top of Fig. 2f, there is
the legend description of the mode circle view and the nested rectangle view.

Design alternatives. During the design iteration, initially, we used the radius of different rings to
represent the picking time of the outbound combination and the individual picking time of goods in the
combination. The color of these rings indicated the combination and different goods. However, our experts
pointed out that too many colors caused severe visual clutters. Thus, we used the solid circle to represent the
outbound combination while the ring for the goods in the combination. All rings had only two colors to
represent the individual picking time of KeyGoods and OtherGoods, respectively. Users could hover over
any rectangle below the mode unit to know the specific picking time of KeyGoods and OtherGoods.

Fig. 8 The visual design of the Picking Mode View. All black auxiliary lines and text are additional descriptions to explain the
visual design. a The mode unit contains the outer arc, the inner rings, and a solid circle, reflecting the outbound frequency and
the picking time of the outbound combination. b An outbound combination of goods A, containing goods A, B, and C. The
radius RMode is the picking time of the combination, while radius RA, RB, and RC are the individual picking time of goods A, B,
and C, respectively. c The radian of the outer arc encodes the outbound frequency of the outbound combination. d The nested
rectangles from inside to outside represent the outbound frequency of goods, owner and warehouse, respectively
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Interaction. User can hover over any model unit to view the detailed information of the outbound
combination, including goods composition and picking time for the outbound combination. In addition,
when hovering over any rectangle below the mode unit, the tooltip shows the individual picking time of
KeyGoods and OtherGoods in the combination. Users can also click the green rectangle to choose Other-
Goods as the key goods. After that, users can view these new key goods’ information in the detailed list in
the SKU Profiles View. When users hover over the nested rectangle, a tooltip will pop up showing detailed
information about the date, and the respective outbound frequency of the key goods, owner, and warehouse.

4.5 Other views

The system includes two auxiliary visualizations, the Warehouse Overview (Fig. 2a) and the Turnover
Timeline View (Fig. 2e). The former can assist users in viewing the overview of the warehouse operation
state each month (T1), and the latter can help users to view the changing pattern of goods inventory in the
selected month (T6).

Warehouse Overview. It consists of the toggle button and the state table. The toggle button is set to
switch the warehouse state, inbound or outbound. The state table has five attributes: date, order quantity,
goods quantity, type, and execution time. The horizontal bars in the table represent the corresponding
attribute values. Users can click any row to view the warehouse state in a specific month, and the remaining
views will update simultaneously.

Turnover Timeline View. This view contains three line charts arranged vertically. From top to bottom,
they are the daily inventory of goods, the number of goods outbound, and the number of goods inbound. In
each line chart, the blue dot represents the goods selected from the SKU Profiles View, and the orange
encodes the goods’ owner.

5 Evaluation

Inspired by the evaluation method in visual analytics studies (Wang et al 2022b; Li et al. 2022; Fu et al
2018), we demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of WarehouseLens with three case studies in Sect.
5.1 and expert interviews in Sect. 5.2.

5.1 Case study

We invite our experts (denoted as E1, E2, and E3) mentioned in Sect. 3.2 to explore WarehouseLens (details
of the specific process will be introduced in Sect. 5.2). In this section, we describe how the experts use our
system to explore and gain insights into the data described in Sect. 3.1, concluding several cases found by
our experts and formulating them into three case studies to fully demonstrate the system.

5.1.1 Case 1: the analysis of warehouse operation state

In this case, we describe how E1 analyzes the operation state of the warehouse and finds interesting
phenomena. He is curious about whether the warehouse operation state is different before the promotion
period.

In the initial Warehouse Overview (Fig. 2a), E1 found that the number of inbound goods in October was
the largest. He explained that due to the Double Eleven promotion (Bai et al 2022) in China, all warehouses
needed to prepare goods in advance to cope with the huge volume of customer orders. Therefore, he focused
on the inbound activities in October particularly. From the calendar overview in Fig. 2b3, E1 observed that
the state hexagons in the third row had a significantly longer receipt time than the rest rows. Thus, E1 chose
the state indicator T(Receipt) to update trend triangles and noticed that the receipt time reached a small peak
of 3 h and 14 min on Saturday (i.e., 17th October). E1 further checked the detailed information on October
17 in the hexagon analysis view (Fig. 2b2). From the radar chart, E1 found that the average receipt time in
October is 1 h and 55 min, significantly less than the time on the 17th. He then inspected the stacked bullet
chart and noticed that the number, weight, and volume of inbound goods on that day exceed the monthly
mean. Further, E1 wanted to check if the special case of October 17 continued on October 18. In other
words, he needed to determine if the receipt time on the 18th was still much longer than the average for the
month. He double-clicked the state hexagons representing the 17th and 18th and add these two days to the
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tri-bar comparison view in Fig. 2b1. Compared with the 17th, the receipt time on the 18th was significantly
shorter, which was close to the monthly mean, indicating that the operation state on the 18th was normal.
After consulting warehouse managers, E1 speculated that the longer receipt time on the 17th was due to the
complexity and large volume of inbound goods rather than other unexpected circumstances. In other words,
warehouse managers need not make production adjustments. E1 continued to view the Event Circle View
(Fig. 2c), hoping to understand the periodicity pattern of warehouse operation. He easily found that the
frequency of packing events was much higher from 8 o’clock to 14 o’clock. E1 believed that in this case,
warehouse managers must consider arranging more production resources, such as workers and equipment,
within this fixed period.

Overall, after analyzing the trend and periodicity pattern of goods turnover events in the warehouse, E1
can have a good understanding of the overall operation state of the warehouse, which can provide sug-
gestions for warehouse managers to develop a reasonable management strategy.

5.1.2 Case 2: the discovery of system anomalies

Various factors can lead to warehouse anomalies, such as insufficient production or human resources,
equipment failure, etc. Warehouse managers need to detect anomalies in time and take quick counter-
measures to ensure the orderly operation of the warehouse. E2 aims to check if there is an anomaly in the
goods turnover event and what is the cause of the anomaly.

E2 first chose the state indicator T(Pick) to initialize the State Calendar View in Fig. 9c and found that
the picking time on October 18 was much longer, which caught the attention of E2. Moreover, from the tri-
bar comparison view in Fig. 9a, E2 observed that compared with the picking time on the 17th of only
38 min, the time on the 18th was 1 h and 21 min, almost twice the monthly mean in November of 43 min.
E2 wanted to what caused the long picking time and then explored the detailed information on the 18th in
the hexagonal analysis view (Fig. 9b). From the bottom stacked bullet chart, she found that the values of the
four goods attributes were in the normal range, not exceeding the monthly mean. Thus, E2 presumed that
goods attributes were not the reason for the abnormal picking time. According to E2’s management
experience, she pointed out that the picking time was only related to goods attributes or the human resources
of the warehouse. After confirming with the human resources department, it verified that as of the 18th, the
warehouse company had not renewed its contract with the labor company, resulting in a shortage of workers
and extended picking time. At last, E2 concluded that warehouse managers must promptly identify the
causes of such anomalies and take timely countermeasures to avoid a similar situation.

In summary, E2 believes that WarehouseLens can assist her in detecting, analyzing, and interpreting
warehouse anomalies to some extent, from which she can gain insights to handle anomalies.

Fig. 9 The anomaly discovery in October. a Comparison of operation state on different dates. The picking time on October 18
is almost twice the monthly mean. b Inbound and outbound details of goods on October 18. c The changing trend of the
operation state indicator T(Pick) in October
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5.1.3 Case 3: the exploration of goods outbound mode

Analyzing the outbound mode of goods can provide a reference for storage location adjustment, thereby
improving the efficiency of picking events. In this case, we describe how E3 discovers key goods and
explores the turnover patterns of these goods.

From Fig. 10a1, E3 noticed that the order execution time in November exceeded 12 h, resulting in a
heavy warehouse operation load, which is an unusual situation. To understand the turnover patterns of goods
in a usual situation, E3 chose December for analysis (Fig. 10a2), with approximately 9 h for order exe-
cution. He selected OutNum (Fig. 10b1) and Pick Time (Fig. 10b2) as the sorting attribute in the SKU
Profiles View, respectively, and checked the distribution pattern of the whole goods. As depicted in
Fig. 10b1, E3 found that the outbound number was not significantly related to other goods attributes
according to the mixed colors of lines. While in Fig. 10b2, he noticed that the goods with longer picking
time also spent much more time packing. To find goods worthy of analysis, E3 brushed the longer picking
time range on the right part of the parallel rectangle with all the chosen goods displayed in the general list
(Fig. 10c). Then, he further added goods 24242 and 59630 belonging to different owners to the detailed list
for the outbound mode analysis.

In Fig. 11a1, E3 observed that three outbound modes of goods 24242 in the first row were all normal
because the combinations’ picking time were close to the individual time of goods in the combinations. He
continued to check goods 59630, and its first outbound mode caught his attention. The picking time of this
combination was significantly longer than the individual picking time of the two goods that make up the
combination. Moreover, by looking at the nested rectangle view (Fig. 11a2, the outbound frequency of
goods 59630 was 301 times, approximately half of its owner with 648 times. E3 speculated that goods 59630
was the key goods worthy of further exploration of its turnover patterns. E3 further checked the three
outbound modes of goods 59630 in Fig. 11b1: mode A with goods 59630 and 47927, mode B with goods
59630 and 57131, and mode C with goods 59630, 57131, and 47927. Seeing the picking time statistics of
goods 59630, 47927, and 57131, respectively, in Fig. 11b2, E3 noticed that when the goods 59630 and

Fig. 10 Filter key goods through the SKU Profiles View. Outbound information in November (a1) and December (a2). Select
OutNum (b1) and Pick Time (b2) as the sorting attribute, respectively, in the SKU Profiles View. c Goods with long picking
time selected from (b2)
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47927 were outbound simultaneously, like modes A and C, the picking time of the combinations were
higher. While for mode B, the combination’s picking time was normal. E3 speculated that was because the
goods 59630 and 47927 were far apart, while they were frequently outbound in the same batch, resulting in a
longer picking time for the combination. To verify this speculation, E3 inspected the outbound mode of
goods 59630 in the next month and still obtained the same rule. Thus, E3 believed that warehouse managers
should adjust the storage location of goods 59630 and 47927, shorting their combinations’ picking time and
thereby improving outbound efficiency.

In summary, E3 appreciates the system’s ability to gain deep insights into the frequent outbound mode of
key goods, providing guidance for optimizing warehouse location management.

5.2 Expert interview

We conduct in-depth interviews with our collaborating domain experts and collect their feedback and
comments.

5.2.1 Participants

We interview 10 experts (3 females and 7 males, agemean=29.5, agesd=2.94) from our collaborating com-
pany. Three of them are experts (E1-E3) involved in our design process in Sect. 3.2. The other seven experts
(E4-E10) are new, who use WarehouseLens for the first time. E4 is the product manager with six-year
working experience. Both E5 and E6 are managers of different warehouses. The rest (E7-E10) are senior
engineers who work on developing big data management products for warehouses with 4 to 7 years of
working experience. All experts have little experience with visualization techniques.

Fig. 11 a1 The frequent outbound modes of goods 24242 and 59630. a2 The outbound frequency of goods 50630 with 301,
which is approximately half of its owner with 648. b1 The picking time of three outbound modes for goods 50630. b2 The
individual picking time of goods 59630, 47927, and 57131

Table 1 The tasks designed for experts to guide the exploration

Task

Task 1 Observe the changes in operation state indicators and compare the operation state on different dates
Task 2 Check the temporal pattern of six goods turnover events and identify key time points
Task 3 Explore the distribution pattern of the goods attributes and select the goods of interest for further

analysis of turnover patterns
Task 4 Compare high-frequency outbound modes of key goods and judge whether the picking time is normal
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5.2.2 Procedure

The interview is conducted using a remote conferencing software, where participants use their own com-
puters to access WarehouseLens deployed on a cloud server. Each interview consists of four sections and
lasts for approximately 60 min. The data we use for the interview are identical to those in Sect. 3.1. First, we
spend 5 min briefly introducing the project background. Second, we use a comprehensive example to
demonstrate the visual encodings and interactions of the system (20 min). Third, experts are asked to freely
use the system for 25 min. We design the tasks (see Table 1) to guide their open-ended exploration. Experts
are encouraged to think aloud and speak out about whatever they are thinking and doing during their
exploration. Finally, we ask the experts to finish a post-study questionnaire to evaluate our system on visual
coding, interactions, and system function (10 min). In our questionnaire, we adopt the bipolar survey design
(Li et al 2021) with negative statements at the left end of the five-point Likert-scale (Likert 1932) (1–5
represents ‘‘strongly disagree’’ to ‘‘strongly agree’’ for each statement). All questions are listed in Table 2.
We also take notes about their feedback and record their comments during the interview.

5.2.3 Results

In the following, we report our results from the expert interview, including participants’ task performance,
questionnaire response, and qualitative feedback to the system. Figure 12 shows participants’ ratings on
their impression of WarehouseLens on the post-study questionnaire. Overall, both the usefulness and the
effectiveness of our system are appreciated by participants.

Task performance. All participants could successfully complete the exploration of our system. No
participant gave up in the middle of the tasks. Below, we summarize users’ performance from the four tasks.

• For Task 1, all participants would first click on the funnel legend to update the trend triangle in the State
Calendar View. The three most frequently clicked state indicators were T(Pick), T(Pack), and
N(OutOrder). E5 explained that the picking event was the most time-consuming and labor-intensive in
warehouse operations, which was the focus of warehouse management optimization. If two or more
consecutive trend triangles showed an upward or downward trend, on average, participants would
inspect 3.1 (d = 0.66, use d for standard deviation in the full text) state hexagons during this period. At
the same time, they tended to add these days to the tri-bar comparison view to perform inter-comparisons
to better understand the operation state. Eight participants tried to explain the operation state by
examining the goods attributes day by day in the hexagon analysis view; further half of the eight
participants preferred to carry out a more in-depth examination in the SKU Profiles View.

• When participants selected the state indicator T(Pick) in Task 1, next, they would check the periodic
pattern of the picking event in the Circle Event View to complete Task 2. Seven participants preferred to
first inspect the circular heat map in the circumferential direction (i.e., the single ring) and then in the
radial direction. As E4 said, ‘‘Users’ purchasing behavior tend to be cyclical, such as Friday and
Monday near the weekend.’’ In the radial direction, nine of the participants tended to view the outermost
circle first. ‘‘I can obtain an overview of the frequency distribution of the six turnover events over a
24-hour period through the outermost circle.’’ We observed that all experts were willing to look at the
text description above the circular heat map to locate the key circular grid quickly.

• Further, for Task 3, the three most selected sorting attributes by participants in the SKU Profiles View
were OutNum, Pick Time, and Pack Time. E5 and E6 mentioned that goods with high outbound
frequency and longer picking time were the key objects of warehouse management. Participants usually

Table 2 User questionnaire. Q1-Q5 are designed to evaluate the usefulness of WarehouseLens and Q6-Q10 focus
on the system’s effectiveness in analyzing warehouse operation state and goods turnover patterns

Q1 It is easy to learn the system
Q2 It is easy to use the system
Q3 It is easy to understand the visual design of the system
Q4 I am willing to use the system in digital warehouse analysis scenarios
Q5 I will recommend the system to other warehouse managers
Q6 It is easy to discover the changing trends in warehouse state indicators
Q7 It is easy to summarize the periodicity pattern of goods turnover events
Q8 It is easy to observe warehouse anomalies
Q9 It is easy to filter key goods of interest
Q10 It is easy to analyze abnormal outbound modes of different goods
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added 15 to 20 goods to the general list by brushing the lines in the parallel rectangle. Then, check the
outbound modes of these goods one by one in the Picking Mode View.

• Regarding Task 4, we noted that in order to check the outbound mode of each type of goods, participants
tended to conduct at least two queries about its picking time. E8 explained that he needed to compare the
outbound modes of the same goods for at least two consecutive months. In addition, eight of the
participants would like to check the frequent outbound mode of all goods in an outbound combination by
clicking on the rectangle below the mode unit. As E10 stated that he wanted to determine if the picking
time of the combination would affect the individual picking time of the goods.

Overall, most participants preferred to analyze the warehouse operation at the overall level through the State
Calendar View and the Circle Event View first. At the same time, the SKU Profiles View and the Picking
Mode View may also be used to assist in explaining certain phenomena in the warehouse operation. The
most used view was the State Calendar View; and the SKU Profiles View and the Picking Mode View were
closely related and used in parallel. The least used view was the Turnover Timeline View, which was just an
auxiliary view.

Questionnaire response. Fig. 12 shows experts’ ratings on their impression of WarehouseLens on the
post-study questionnaire. Overall, WarehouseLens was perceived easy to learn (Q1), easy to use (Q2), and
easy to understand (Q3), with mean scores of 4.1, 3.8, and 3.7, respectively. However, one participant rated
2 points on Q2 and Q3. He stated that the Picking Mode View was a little complex and takes some effort to
master, which affected his acceptance to WarehouseLens. Participants also felt that the system was helpful
(Q4, Q5), with mean scores of 4.4 and 4.3. Participants had positive opinions on the State Calendar View
and considered it useful (Q6), with a mean score of 4.4 (d = 0.48). They also preferred the Circle Event View
and thought it could be mastered quickly to summarize the periodicity pattern of turnover events (Q7), with
a mean score of 4.3 (d = 1.45). Two participants rated Q8 lower because it took them long to get the desired
results. For the parallel rectangles in the SKU Profiles View, they overall believed that the improvement over
the traditional view was effective, which helped to discover the distribution pattern of goods (Q9), with a
mean score of 4.4 (d = 0.66). For the analysis of the outbound mode, the Picking Mode View was perceived
useful in general (Q10), but several mentioned that they could not get started quickly.

Qualitative feedback. Our interview mainly focused on collecting participants’ feedback on all the
aspects of WarehouseLens in order to assess our system qualitatively.

• System usefulness. All participants believed that they could use the system easily after a brief tutorial.
WarehouseLens enabled them to quickly analyze the goods turnover data by showing information from
different perspectives with a user-friendly interface. E2 commented that ‘‘In the past, we have not tried
to analyze turnover events to assess the warehouse operation state. It’s impressive that we can explore
our data in a new way that is more effective.’’ They also liked the visualizations adopted, which help
them find new insights. As E1 said: ‘‘I am impressed by the State Calendar View. This view provides an
overview of the operation state in the warehouse for me and allows me to view detailed information
further.’’ We found that participants had different opinions on the SKU Profiles View and the Picking
Mode View. Both E5 and E6 stated that the two views were easy to understand but took some effort to
master. E7 commented: ‘‘There are many interactions in the two views, which increase learning costs for
users.’’ While four participants appreciated the clear workflow between the two views. As E3 said: ‘‘I
can find some interesting distribution patterns of goods and select target goods in the SKU Profiles View.
Then, further, analyze the corresponding outbound modes of these goods in the Picking Mode View.’’
Also, E4 said that ‘‘Although it takes some time to analyze the outbound mode of goods skillfully, insights

Fig. 12 Results of our questionnaire. 1–5 with 1 as the most negative and 5 as the most positive. The white number on the
ribbon indicates the number of participants
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gained from the analysis really instruct me to discover some abnormal outbound modes for some key
goods.’’

• System effectiveness. All participants considered WarehouseLens as a comprehensive visual analytics
system that could successfully fulfill all the design tasks. The seven new experts (E4-E7) could
understand most of the visual designs after the demonstration phase and finish the task-driven
exploration within the allotted time. Specifically, they regarded the State Calendar View and the Event
Circle View as useful for discovering trend changes and periodic patterns. E8 commented that ‘‘The
trend triangle vividly reflects the changes of different state indicators in the current month, which is
helpful for me to compare the operation state on different dates.’’ E4 agreed, ‘‘I like the labels and
legends in the Event Circle View, and the text description above the circular heat map helps me quickly
locate key periods [. . .] I observe that the picking event often occurs in the morning while the packing
event lasts throughout the whole day.’’ Also, E6 said that ‘‘I tend to find abnormal warehouse operation
state through the calendar overview in the State Calendar View and get the explanation for the anomaly
from the hexagon analysis view directly or further inspect the SKU Profiles View.’’ As for the parallel
rectangles designed in the SKU Profiles View, we observed that participants liked this improvement and
tended to choose different sorting attributes to observe the distribution pattern of goods. E9 commented
that ‘‘It is easy to filter the outbound goods with large quantities and long picking time in the SKU
Profiles View and check whether the outbound modes of these goods are normal in the Picking Mode
View.’’ However, E10 felt that lines in the parallel rectangles may cause a little visual confusion, as E10
said: ‘‘During the promotion period, there is a large amount of inbound and outbound goods. Thus there
may be a little messy due to much line crossing in the SKU Profiles View.’’ As for the outbound mode
analysis of goods, most participants approved the design of the mode unit. E5 stated that ‘‘Through the
mode unit, I can know the picking time of one outbound combination and the individual picking time of
goods in the combination at the same time. And this comparison is intuitive enough.’’ While E7
commented that ‘‘In some cases, the radius of the rings and solid circle are too small to see clearly,
which need to adjust the scale of data mapping.’’

• Improvement. Participants also put forward some valuable suggestions for improving the performance of
the prototype system. First, E2 suggested that it would be better to support more days of warehouse
operation state comparison instead of only two days in the State Calendar View. E3 focused on the
analysis of goods turnover patterns and figured out that, ‘‘The system can only allow the selection of
three key goods in the SKU Profiles View. It should support the analysis of the outbound mode of more
goods at the same time.’’ Additionally, E4 suggested adding a search function to the SKU Profiles View
and explained that ‘‘In some cases, it is necessary to check the outbound mode of certain goods for two
consecutive months. If the user can manually enter the code of target goods, the search efficiency can be
improved a lot.’’ As for the Picking Mode View, both E5 and E6 hoped to show more outbound
combinations of each goods instead of only three combinations. As E6 suggested that ‘‘Alternatively, the
system can consider allowing users to manually adjust the number of combinations they want to check.’’
E8 commented that ‘‘The Turnover Timeline View is only an auxiliary view and it is a little space-
wasting, which can be improved to reflect richer information.’’ In addition, E9 suggested to swap the
position of the Turnover Timeline View and the Picking Mode View. As E9 mentioned that ‘‘Users
usually need to look back and forth between these two views. Therefore, it will be more convenient to
observe if the two views are placed next to each other.’’

6 Discussion

In this section, we first summarize lessons learned from our design study and then, discuss the general-
izations and limitations of WarehouseLens.

Lessons learned. Collaborations with domain experts during the whole process provide us with valuable
experiences in developing WarehouseLens. For requirement analysis, experts are mostly not familiar with
visual analytics and cannot clearly describe their requirements. Thus, iterative interviews are necessary to
summarize domain requirements and analytical tasks. For visual design, designing an overview of the
warehouse operation state need to consider the cognitive preferences of experts. As such, we adopt a
calendar layout to present the daily operation state of the warehouse, which allows users easily to compare
operational performance differences on different dates. Moreover, considering the characteristics of the
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outbound mode data in Sect. 3.1, we design a customed mode circle to better compare the respective picking
time of different goods in the outbound combinations.

Generalizability. Although WarehouseLens is presented to analyze goods turnover events in the digital
warehouse, it can be applied to other scenarios. First, our prototype system can be improved to visualize and
analyze data from multiple warehouses, not limited to the ones we are currently working with. The main
effort required is to pre-process the raw data into the same format. For large-scale warehouses, the system
can be applied with slight changes. For example, there may be millions of inbound and outbound goods each
month and we may set thresholds to filter more worthy goods for analysis in the SKU Profiles View.
Depending on the job requirements of the warehouse manager, they tend to view different warehouses one
by one. Therefore, the new system will still present the operation state and goods turnover pattern of the
individual warehouse. But there will be a drop-down box for warehouse managers to select the warehouse
they want to inspect. Second, the temporal visualization method based on a calendar diagram can be used to
monitor multiple phases of the assembly line in the factory, discover potential anomalies and analyze the
causes of anomalies. Third, the improved circular heat map is also applicable to the discovery of periodic
patterns in other time-series data, e.g., web clickstream data.

Limitation. The case studies and expert interviews demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of
WarehouseLens. However, there are still limitations to our work.

(1) Anomaly analysis. The system only supports the verification of the relationship between goods
attributes and warehouse anomalies, without production resource data combined for thoughtful analysis,
such as worker and equipment data, etc.

(2) Goods outbound modes analysis. Our work only supports finding the abnormal outbound mode of
goods, which lacks location data of goods to carry out an in-depth analysis of the location of the goods and is
unable to guide storage location adjustment effectively.

(3)Data scope. The goods data used in our work are mostly toiletries, while there are various types of
goods in the actual scene, such as clothing, food, and electrical appliances. Therefore, a complete solution is
to consider category data of goods in the warehouse anomaly analysis. For example, the order execution
time with bulky goods like electrical appliances and furniture is usually longer, which should be considered
a normal operation state. Hence, introducing category data of goods can assist warehouse managers in better
analyzing the cause of the anomaly.

(4) Evaluation. We have presented three case studies and conducted interviews with five domain
experts, which illustrate the ability of WarehouseLens in supporting optimal warehouse management.
However, we believe that it would be better to recruit more professional experts with practical experience in
warehouse management to validate the effectiveness of the system workflow.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an interactive system, WarehouseLens, for the visual analysis of goods turnover
data. The system integrates all processes of goods turnover to describe the workflow of warehouse oper-
ation. Novel views and multiple interactions support the understanding of the warehouse operation state
(e.g., the trend and periodicity pattern) and the exploration of goods turnover patterns (e.g., the outbound
mode and inventory change). Our case studies and expert interviews reveal the usefulness and effectiveness
of the system. In future work, we plan to improve the system’s usefulness by considering the analysis of
production resource data, goods location and category data, further realizing the all-around supervision of
warehouse operation state and the in-depth exploration of goods turnover patterns.
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